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Abstract
The direction for the construction of a sustainable supply chain concept has an evolution and contribution of
multiple disciplines that have been elaborated by academic and business bias. From this point on, defining a
concept of this subject represents an issue that demands an interpretative effort, since several factors and
theoretical approaches influence this category. The objective of this article is to demarcate a theoretical
framework on sustainable supply chains and relate it to the barriers present in the measurement of sustainable
performance. The method applied in this assessment combines systematic literature review, qualitative analysis
of content and bibliometrics, through interconnected steps, which allow a detailing of the dimensions and under
dimensions of the sustainability in the supply chain and the identification of the barriers that are associated with
the measurement of performance. The material considered is supported through theoretical and empirical studies,
which approached the formulation of the concepts and their applicability at different levels of the supply chain.
This allows the content analysis to demarcate certain stages of development and the different theoretical
approaches that respond and assist the concept. The results contribute to the definition of a roadmap to measure
of sustainable performance, an issue that is the basis of future studies over this theme.
Keywords: theoretical constructs, main barriers, performance indicators, theoretical approach, benchmark
method
1. Introduction
1.1 Introduce the Problem
As a network that integrates physical, information and financial aspects that extends from local to global
environments and is responsible for the transfer of resources and value generation, the supply chain is a key and
strategic element for today’s market (Cooper et al., 1997; Lambert et al., 1998; Mentzer et al., 2001). This is
justified by the demand for goods and services in contemporary society. The composition by multiple actors and
the distribution in levels of relationship between them represents, in fact, an articulation of a socioeconomic
system with values that support culture and synergy of parts of the chain. The points of contact among the supply
chain and the environment are inevitable, i.e., at least in some of the initial, intermediate, and final stages there is
a reaction between the socio-economic and environmental system with evident contradictions to be considered
(Porter & der Linde, 1995). However, the sources for the conception of new theories about the role of supply
chains for environmental issues are one of several justifications for the evolution of this category (Cigolini et al.,
2004).
There are motivating sources for change in the macro and micro perspectives that affect the supply chain concept
incorporating subjects outside the classic planning/performance lens, which must be analyzed. From macro
perspectives, causing a vertical change, are the following issues the climate change, the resources non-renewable,
the accumulation of pollution in the ecosystems, the deterioration of the environments surrounding urban and
rural regions, among others. A condition critical that has worsened in recent years. From micro perspectives, the
changes are derived from the local pressures, such as accountability to stakeholders, social responsibility, and
demands for transparency and certification of processes through goods-services with seals and standards of good
practice. At this point, the supply chain concept is oriented to incorporate sustainability as a response to the
needs demonstrated by the aforementioned issue (Linton et al., 2007). A contributing context was the gradual
change in society over the value attributed to the ecological footprint caused by contemporary practices
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(Brundtland et al., 1987), this has determined a work route for the evolution of the concepts of this subject
(Tsoulfas & Pappis, 2008).
1.2 Explore Importance of the Problem
The new proposed and proven links about socioeconomic, environmental, technological, and organizational
systems for the conceptualization processes required a consensus of multiple theoretical bases. The theoretical
evidence considered in the construction of sustainable supply chain concepts, according to Geng et al. (2017),
has been established a comprehensive frame of the factors to be considered. This condition defines the guidelines
for the revision of the documents that support the theoretical framework of the category that has already been
evaluated by Seuring and Müller (2008), Carter and Rogers (2008), Carter and Easton (2011), Sarkis (2012).
Nevertheless, each theoretical approach contributes its constructs and thus generates a diffuse scenario in the
moment of reaching a sustainable performance model. The group of theories that can be considered exceeds the
targets of this study, to focus on the theories such as natural resources-based view, dynamic capabilities,
relational, stakeholder, triple bottom line, institutional and transaction cost economic would represent a
delimitation for the interpretation of concepts and the definition of a theoretical framework.
The organization of this document is in stages that answered the objective of the study. In a previous phase, the
summary and keywords were exposed followed by the introduction which is a provocation to treat this subject.
The second stage presents the method and materials needed to conduct the study, which is supported by a
procedure for reviewing the documents that must answer the research questions and it define the results of this
study. The third stage presents the preliminary results of the selection of documents fulfilling the selection
criteria based on the analysis of content and bibliometrics on the selected documents. From the results of the
third stage, the answers to the research questions related to the theoretical framework and barriers to measuring
sustainable performance may justify. The fourth stage is followed by a discussion and conclusion that are derived
from the study.
2. Method
This study is carried out through a systematic literature review method, which is chosen as a sample of
documents that propose theoretical and conceptual formulations on the sustainable supply chain theme. The
study materials should be considered are articles published in journals indexed in bibliographic bases and which
represent reference support on the subject. The analysis of content and bibliography are some of the steps of the
method, where a characterization of each article is performed about the bibliometric indicators and
interconnected with the selected sample of documents. This analysis is defined from the selection arguments
focusing on documents that propose and contribute to the category of the sustainable supply chain. Besides, the
procedural aspects of the method, it is necessary a stage of exposure of the research questions, which indicate
points of interest for this study according to the theoretical framework that it is defined. Finally, to categorize the
concepts, which determine bias within the theoretical framework, affiliation to the selected theories, leaders in
the fields of studies, collaborative networks that correspond to the structure of knowledge related to the concepts
of sustainable supply chains and impact that create the existing barriers in measurement of sustainable
performance, and that are arguments to answer the research questions. In this way, the phase of methods and
study materials continues with an explanation of the procedure to be applied.
2.1 Procedure
The construction of a theoretical framework is carried out from the system of steps, which organize the method
to be applied in this study. The elements to be considered initially are the selection of materials that support the
systematic review of the literature, which should be theoretical and/or empirical articles with the indispensable
condition of proposing a concept about the sustainable supply chain. The following act continues with the
analysis of the content (Mayring, 2002, 2014), where the aims of the studies that substantiate the theoretical
framework are raised. Also, the theoretical constructs that relate to the object of study are defined. The results are
used in a classification framework of the concepts through factor analysis techniques, which defines the relative
positions among the concepts within the selected sample.
Subsequently, a bibliometric analysis is performed on the articles to evaluate the previously mentioned indicators.
The results of this analysis may be creating the conditions for a second classification. In this case, the documents
and references may be considered. The purpose of the classifications is determined by the alignment of each
concept to the theory groups and thus define the barriers to measuring sustainable performance in supply chain
actors. In this way, the procedure encloses a research strategy for the fulfillment of the objective of this study.
This is illustrated through a diagram (See Figure 1):
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Figgure 1. Diagraam of the proceedure to definee a theoretical framework
2.2 Researrch Questions
A theoretical frameworkk on sustainabble supply chaains is definedd necessarily ffor the analyssis goals samp
ple of
documentss that are fullfilled throughh literature reeview. Analysiis goals can understand quualities within
n the
knowledgee framework that
t
are of ressearch interestt. In the face of consolidateed studies, succh as: Seuring
g and
Müller (20008), Carter annd Rogers (20008), Srivastavva (2007), Gold et al. (20100), Touboulic and Walker (2
2015)
which proovide the cateegory conceptts, and it is related to the existing baarriers to meaasuring sustain
nable
performannce in chain acctors. Thereforre, the elementts sought in thhe sample of arrticles require characterizatio
on of
the dimennsions of the concepts
c
and identification of possible sshortcomings in the study aarea. The rese
earch
questions aare:
Q1 W
What is the struccture present inn the sustainabble supply chain concepts prroposed in prevvious studies?
Q2 W
What relationship do the multtiple dimensionns of sustainabble supply chaain concept witth the measure
ement
of peerformance?
Q3 W
What is the weight
w
of the selected theoories that undderpin SSCM concepts withh measuremen
nt of
sustaainable perform
mance?
From the application off the proceduree, it is possiblle to answer each of the queestions cited, w
which include
es the
theoreticall evidence thatt can support thhe measuremeent of sustainabble performancce.
3. Literatu
ure Review too Build a Theooretical Fram
mework
3.1 Concepptual Structuree
The suppoort to obtain reesults about thee theoretical frramework beggins in this studdy with the sellection of a sample
of articles, where certaiin requiremennts must be meet by the reviised documentts. The sustainnable supply chain
c
category ggathers three decades
d
of conntributions, w
which representt an accumulaation of conceepts and theore
etical
studies thaat are availablee for this type of evaluation.. The starting point for the sselection of sam
mple articles is
i the
documentss published in the period 20017−2019 on tthis subject. Thhese documennts should be m
metadata type,, it is
expressed by the system
matic literaturee reviews methhod, such as L
Luthra et al. ((2017), Ansarii and Kant (2017),
Maditati eet al. (2018), Carter
C
et al. (22019) which pprovide a startiing point for ddetermining sttudy sample th
hat is
required (S
See Table 1).
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Table 1. Metadata type articles and literature reviews.
References
Luthra et al., 2017
Ansari & Kant, 2017

Maditati et al., 2018
Carter et al., 2019

Study objectives
The proposes a structure to evaluate the sustainable selection of suppliers
The aims to conduct a new review of the SSCM literature and provide the status of the research
field by classifying and analyzing relevant papers extracted from structured research from
different perspectives
The proposes a comprehensive view of structural associations among the GSCM factors such as
drivers, practical indicators, and performance measures.
Conducting a systematic literature review on sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) in
primary logistics and supply chain management magazines during the period 2010−2018

Sample
90
185

87
44

The studies cited may allow defining an idea about the concept of sustainable supply chains, but they do not
reflect some of the positions that have been accumulated in recent years of developments in the category under
study. A solution to this problem is determined by the reference systems that support the studies (Luthra et al.,
2017; Ansari & Kant, 2017; Maditati et al., 2018; Carter et al., 2019), which helps to identify metadata type
studies for literature review that propose concepts about the object of study. This makes available a population of
studies that comprises different biases within the conceptual and theoretical relationship of the sustainability
supply chain, which correspond to the different dimensions that make up this concept. The review accounts for
387 references, excluding those repeated by the four studies, and in total only 54 of them present a concept
exposure on the category, which represents the sample for the literature review.
The sample documents are: Bowen et al. (2001), Fiksel (2003), Kleindorfer et al. (2005), Linton et al. (2007),
Svensson (2007), Srivastava (2007), Seuring and Müller (2008), Font et al. (2008), Carter and Rogers (2008),
Hutchins and Sutherland (2008), Pagell and Wu (2009), Haake and Seuring (2009), Gold et al. (2010), Taticchi
(2010), Wolf (2011), Woodcraft et al. (2011), Gupta and Palsule-Desai (2011), Carter and Easton (2011), Chi
(2011), Faisal (2012), Aboelmaged (2012), Carbone et al. (2012), Ashby et al. (2012), Gunasekaran and
Spalanzani (2012), Hassini et al. (2012), Ahi and Searcy (2013a), Muduli and Barve (2013), Hansen and
Schaltegger (2013), Harms et al. (2013), Stefan Seuring and Gold (2013), Beske et al. (2014), Brandenburg et al.
(2014), Fabbe-Costes et al. (2011, 2014), Beske and Seuring (2014), Blome et al. (2014), Ji et al. (2014),
Boukherroub et al. (2015), Tajbakhsh and Hassini (2015), Burritt and Schaltegger (2014), Govindan et al. (2014),
Gualandris and Kalchschmidt (2014, 2016), Hsu et al. (2016), Hussain et al. (2016), Idil Gaziulusoy (2015),
Kannegiesser et al. (2015), Kim et al. (2014), Kuik et al. (2011), Mangla et al. (2014), Matthews et al. (2016),
Pagell and Shevchenko (2014), Schrettle et al. (2014), Su et al. (2016), Carter and Washispack (2018), Fayezi et
al. (2018).
The selected documents extend from 2001 to 2018, which summarizes a representative period given the number
of studies published on sustainability applied to the supply chain. The most prominent journals were
International Journal of Production Economics (6), Journal of Cleaner Production (5), International Journal of
Physical Distribution and Logistics Management (4), Journal of Supply Chain Management (3), and Supply
Chain Management: An International Journal (3); the remaining journals summarize the total sample selected
with two or one articles.
The conceptual structure allows an analysis of the content, which through the semantics of the concepts
determines that the centrality is at the end “company”, according to the processing of the software Tropes v. 8.4.4,
(ACETIC-CYBERLEX & Investors private, 2020). The reasons that “company” is in this position is related to
the weight given in the concepts to the actors of the supply chain to implement sustainable practices. Another
point derived from the analysis of the content is the term sustainability, which expresses a hierarchical condition
before all keywords used in the concepts (See Figures 2 and 3)
This disregards the links established by the concepts according to the degree of similarity, which should be
studied by other techniques for the analysis of content. One technique that would illustrate the particularities of
the concepts is the method of multidimensional scaling considering the objects to be compared. In the case of
selected concepts, a non-metric scale of similarity between the concepts can be evaluated. In this way, a
particular exposition of the concepts is offered.
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F
Figure
2. Semaantic network oof the sample oof concepts, (C
Centrality)

Figure 3.. Relationship between the kkeywords that m
make up the saample of conceepts
From the ssemantic evaluuation, one cann compare thee concepts by a system of eiighty keywordds derived from
m the
previous eevaluation. Thhis allowed m
mapping the concepts accoording to thee declarations,, orientations, and
dimensionns considered in
i themselves. The result is ddetermined in two analysis ddimensions, foor now, D1 and
d D2,
that will bee defined laterr each one. Thee procedure coonsiders the disstance by the ““Binary” methhod, which prov
vides
a distributiion of the conccepts as follow
ws (See Figure 4).
The relatioonship betweeen concepts annd the eighty kkeywords allow
ws defining grroups of concepts, which ca
an be
similar in their definitioons. All conceepts consider in certain waays that supplyy chains needd sustainability
y, the
combinatioon of factors, dimensions,
d
annd objectives oof this need is designed in diifferent degreees of incidence. The
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firth groupp gathers the following
fo
conccepts (Bowen eet al., 2001; Fiiksel, 2003; Klleindorfer et aal., 2005; Svensson,
2007; Srivvastava, 2007), which reinforces the theeoretical founndations of thee green chainn category both in
processes and product-seervices design, which determ
mines a consolidated approacch to this approach of sustain
nable
supply chaains. This reppresents a stagge, which exppresses sustainnability througgh technical, oorganizational,, and
engineerinng aspects, whhich according to Ahi and Seearcy (2013) iis a theoreticall construct thaat brings together a
practical aand scientific value
v
in the fraamework of thee sustainable suupply chain.

6)
Figuree 4. Multidimennsional scalingg of the samplee of concepts: (25) Gunasekaaran; Spalanzaani (2012), (26
Hasssini et al. (20112), (29) Hansen; Schalteggeer (2013), (31)) Muduli; Barvve (2013), (38)) Gualandris;
Kalchschm
midt (2014), (446) Kannegiessser et al. (20155), (47) Tajbakkhsh; Hassini (2015), (49) Hssu et al. (2016)) and
(51) Mattthews et al. (20016)
For its parrt, the most reelevant group, according to the number off interconnecteed concepts annd the bibliom
metric
indexes coonsulted are inn: Fiksel (20003), Linton et al. (2007), C
Carter and Roggers (2008), S
Seuring and Müller
M
(2008), Haaake and Seuriing (2009), Paggell and Wu (22009), Gold ett al. (2010), Taaticchi (2010), Fable-Costes et al.
(2011), Kuuik et al. (2011), Wolf (20011), Gupta annd Palsule-Deesai (2011), A
Aboelmaged (22012), Hansen
n and
Schalteggeer (2013), Beskke et al. (20144), Govindan eet al. (2014), G
Gualandris and Kalchschmidtt (2014), Kim et al.
(2014), Paagell and Shevvchenko (20144), Schoettle eet al. (2014), T
Tajbakhsh andd Hassini (2015), Gualandriss and
Kalchschm
midt (2016), Suu et al. (2016)), Carter and W
Washispack (2018), Fayezi eet al. (2018), w
which represen
nt the
second grooup. This grouup proposes a sustainabilityy orientation tto the role of the actors in the chain that can
integrate thhe strategic-taactical-operatioonal levels in tthe management system. However, the prooposal of Matthews
et al. (2016), which beloongs to this grroup, is discusssed the paraddox about the aapplicability oof the sustainab
bility
approach aat the supply chain level thatt represents a limited practicee in the analyssis.
The third group is deterrmined by the concepts (Fonnt et al., 2008;; Chi, 2011; G
Gunasekaran & Spalanzani, 2012;
2
Elkafi Haassini et al., 2012;
2
Faisal, 2012; Muduuli & Barve, 2013; Ahi & Searcy, 20113a; Gualandris &
Kalchschm
midt, 2014; Kaannegiesser et al., 2015; Hsuu et al., 2016),, which are foccused on the ppriority issues of to
apply sustainability in thhe different suupply chain sceenarios. The ppriorities here are represented in a combination
of study oobjects, be theyy processes annd products, too obtain the inntegration of m
management leevels, and to allow
a
models of performance evaluation.
e
ween the actors in the chainn define the foourth group. In
n the
The conceepts that exploore issues of bboundaries betw
fourth grooup, the externnal factors aree that have hiigher weight ssuch as a systtem of pressuure and reward
d the
stakeholdeers, which requuire results forr each actor att each momentt of resource eexchange alongg the supply chain.
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The concepts that are comprised: Woodcraft et al. (2011), Ji et al. (2014), Boukherroub et al. (2015), that do not
share the similarity in factors and priority, but that consider the performance of suppliers and the life cycles of
goods, as elements of different dimensions that contribute to the category under analysis.
For its part, a group cannot be assigned by similarity criteria or is represented by Carbone et al. (2012), Burritt
and Schaltegger (2014), Idil Gaziulusoy (2015), Brandenburg et al. (2014). The contribution that these concepts
give to the definition of a sustainable supply chain is an approach that relates corporate responsibility, holistic
decision support models, comparisons between weak and strong sustainability in the supply chain context.
Finally, there are the fifth group of concepts are composed by Carter and Easton (2011), Ashby et al. (2012),
Stefan Seuring and Gold (2012), Harms et al. (2013), Blome et al. (2014), Beske and Seuring (2014), Mangla et
al. (2014), that in favor of the proposed definition’s reference is made to sustainability through the contributions
of internal strategies, risk management, creation of corporate and sustainable competitiveness. This group
corresponds to a certain extent to the actors of the supply chain with a strong orientation to local circumstances,
according to each case of study, which must be considered in the barriers to measuring performance.
In this way, the mapping of the approaches of the category allows to response to Q1, the conceptual structures,
either by the semantic evaluation and/or multidimensional scaling according to the arguments exposed is defined
by concepts that are oriented to environmental, economic, and social issues within a predominance of triple
bottom line theory. However, this condition may change the weight of these structures if the concepts align
themselves to issues such as natural resources-based view, dynamic capabilities, relational, stakeholder,
institutional or transaction cost savings, which leads us to an understanding of each concept, which results in a
characteristic scope of this category.
For the multidimensional scaling vertical orientation and horizontal is define as the particularity to share among
the concepts. The D1 of vertical orientation is defined as a degree of expressive particularity of the concepts, i.e.,
the concepts may present a general perspective or focus on the actors, processes, or functions within the context
of the chain, and in response to the prevailing theory. The D2 of horizontal orientation is defined as the relative
evolution of concepts, which expresses the incorporation of elements as the reason for the category’s reach. The
evidence exposed by the superposition between D1 x D2 demarcates a certain degree of divergence on the
definition of a sustainable supply chain.
The comparative dimensions in the multidimensional scaling can help in the answer at Q2, which it represents for
the availability of an indicators system to attend the measurement of sustainable performance. Given this, the
analyses carried out to declare the conceptual structure it is represented the availability of theoretical constructs,
which is recognized by the academic and scientific community over the sustainable supply chain category.
3.2 Intellectual—the Social Structure of the Studies Sampled
The intellectual—social structure that corresponds to the studies and that sustains the concepts and enables a
review of the academic community, researchers, institutions, and leaders of the study area. The characterization
of the community and its relationship with the biases of the concepts offers an argumentative perspective on the
collaborative networks that can be presented in the selected sample. The elements that are considered are the
analysis of the social structure through authors, co-authors, institutions, sources of funding, and the citations
made by the articles, which allows defining certain common points that contribute to and condition the
formulations of the concepts in each study.
For these analyses, a query is performed in ISI-Web of Science and Scopus, which define the metadata of each of
the articles of the sample. From this dataset, you can establish the network of co-authors that gathers the research
groups of the sample. The network of co-authors makes it possible to define the most influential researchers in
this category. This allows demarcating the schools of thought and biases valued over the category, expressive by
a research group. Besides, the most renowned institutions can be defined according to the number of publications
versus levels of citations per document published. Given this, the statement of the conceptual dimensions that are
associated with each cluster of the network can provide the evidence to relate to the theoretical framework and
the existing barriers in measuring sustainable performance in supply chain actors.
The intellectual structure began with the evaluation of citations and quotations that correspond to the articles
studied. In this case, the intellectual structure is determined by a citation system that presents the following
result:
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Figurre 5. Bibliograaphic coupling of the sample
Srivastava (20007), Seuring aand Müller (2008),
The most relevant referrences are deteermined by thhe studies of S
Carter andd Rogers (20088), Pagell and Wu (2009), eaach one belonggs to the selectted sample. Thhe concepts derived
from thesee studies are between grouups one and tw
wo, which weere analyzed iin the concepttual structure. The
intellectuaal structure coorroborates inn favor of thee co-citation ssystem of thee four groupss expressed in
n the
conceptuall structure. Thhis evaluation hhas been carriied out throughh the citation system by autthors, which re
esults
in, (See Taable 2).
Table 2. R
Ranking of citattions by authorrs and co-authhors
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Authors
Sarkis J
Seuring S
Carter C R
Klassen R D
Zhu Q
Vachon S
Pagell M
Van Wassenhhove L N
Schaltegger S
Muller M
Jayaraman V
Wu Z
Preuss L
Elkington J
Rogers D S
Linton J D
Kleindorfer P R
Lamming R C
Shankar R

Citations
109
109
84
84
62
49
48
45
38
33
31
30
25
24
24
23
22
22
22

ectual
The nineteeen most impoortant authors according to the sample caan be considerred as leaderss of the intelle
structure, tthe authors, annd co-authors oof three of the four most citeed references aare in this grouup of higher we
eight.
This allow
ws us to concluude that the theeoretical frameework is determ
mined by a knoowledge manaagement base th
hat is
defined byy a system of cooperation beetween researcchers, which rrepresents by tthe category thhe consolidatio
on of
the groupss of works. Based
B
on thesse results, thee social structuure must be evaluated andd thus confirm
m the
collaboratiive networks of
o researcherss and the institutions that coontribute the m
most in the saample to the social
s
structure oof this categoryy.
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In the evaluation of the social structure, the relationship between authors and co-authors in revised documents
and the institutions of these researchers was considered. The indicator related to the researchers, which is
expressed by the existing networks of collaboration has been shared for document numbers: Seuring, S. (7),
Carter, C. R. (3), Beske, P. (3) and Schaltegger, S. (3), which is reiterative in certain cases to the authors of the
most prominent articles previously cited.
The most important institutions define conditions that may vary over time, according to the association of
researchers with the employment relationship or projects at the time of publication. Among the most relevant
institutions are: University of Kassel (14), University of Nevada (5), Arizona State University (3), Ryerson
University (3), Indian Institute of Technology (3), and Universität Lüneburg (3), with a possible condition of two
or more researchers per institution.
The interpretation of this state presented in the sample about the social structure summarizes that approximately
25 of the 54 documents are the results of a collaborative network that combines researchers and institutions in
common. The result is that the theoretical framework can count on centrality in the academic system-research,
according to the sample, and that they contribute to the object of study and can affect the development of new
concepts.
Given this, the review of conceptual, intellectual-social structures shows that the sustainable supply chain in
favor of content, the relationships of research, quotes, and collaborative networks are defined by multiple
dimensions, those that express a relationship with the different levels that make up the chain, which determines
different conditions and areas of interest according to reference analysis and concepts consulted.
3.3 Building a Sustainable Supply Chain Management Concept
The literature review and corresponding evaluation of the sample may demarcate an adequate position to build a
conceptual map. The objective is to respond to the Q3 to conclude the descriptive framework on the role of the
selected theories in the theoretical framework about the concept of the sustainable supply chain. To accomplish
this type of construction is considered the premise that each one of the studied concepts is an advance to this
category, but a certain group proposes conceptual maps that are based on the underlying theories. This step
gathers all elements to conclude a consensus in the form of a concept and thus delimit the existing lacks, at least
in the theoretical order, in the measurement of sustainable performance in actors of the chain, which represents
the contribution to the general objective of this study.
As a response to Q3, derived from the previous study of conceptual maps and the concepts of the sample, it
defines that the models that are oriented to environmental management issues present a greater weight for the
theories: natural resources-based view, dynamic capabilities, and transaction cost savings, with a lower weight
for stakeholder theory. The green supply chain concepts include the relational and institutional theories, besides
those considered by the previous stage. Finally, the sustainable supply chain combines in most cases a relevant
weight for each of the theories considered, especially the triple bottom line theory. This response to Q3, but it is
important to recognize that the complexity arising from the broad concept of the sustainable supply chain can
bind other theoretical formulations, a question that is outside the objectives of this study.
The construction of a concept is defined that it is dispensable to pass through the consideration of the
environmental dimension in all its extension. In this case, the environmental dimension does not present a single
theory that explains the direct and indirect relationship between the actors of a value chain. For this reason, the
relations of environmental issues face the following theories: natural resources-based view, dynamic capabilities,
relational, stakeholder, triple bottom line, institutional and transaction cost savings, is an essential dimension to
assign the sustainable approach to any supply chain.
At this point, the elements are determined by the question of the sustainable bias, which is represented by the
sums of the results of all the actors or individual players of the supply chain. This question can be explained by
the socioeconomic dimension, which represents a system of pressure and rewards for action at the different
levels of the chain (Seuring & Müller, 2008), which should be based on the focal unit. Certain behaviors to be
become a set of triggers of the sustainable performance, either through the selection of suppliers, attention to
internal or external social groups, or compliance with the legal norms where it develops these activities. This
expresses a benchmark for the following theories: relational, stakeholder, triple bottom line, institutional, and
that closes the macros - dimensions of the sustainable supply chain concept as a requirement at actors.
The separation by groups of factors within socioeconomic may define a scheme of interests at the macro and
micro levels that has an unfolding to those under political-cultural, technical-technological, etc. dimensions.
However, social factors have been recognized as the neediest group of factors in the modeling perspective
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(Brandenburg et al., 2014; Brandenburg & Rebs, 2015; Kannan Govindan et al., 2015), which is recognized in
stakeholder, triple bottom line, and institutional theories. The conditions that were exposed by Ehrgott et al.
(2011), Ahmadi et al. (2017) over the social factors manifest themselves as a barrier at different levels of
sustainability management in the supply chain context because can be expressive of the performance of the chain
actors. For their part, economic factors present a predominant condition, both in concepts and conceptual maps,
which allows for a balance between environmental and economic in measurement of sustainable performance.
Conceptual maps consider and reflect a system of dimensions general which must be analyzed through a sample
of the conceptual maps. The conceptual maps such as: Bowen et al. (2001), Seuring and Müller (2008), Carter
and Rogers (2008), Pagell and Wu (2009), Gold et al. (2010), Chi (2011), Fabbe-Costes et al. (2011, 2014), Hsu
et al. (2016), Fayezi et al. (2018), may define within the selected sample the graphic expressiveness of some
sustainable supply chain studies. These conceptual maps represent a significant reduction of the studies initially,
but analysis of the conceptual maps can be used. For the construction of a conceptual map, a critique of each of
the mentioned models is made, which results in a characterization of the weights of each theory in them and
derived from this the existing barriers to measuring sustainable performance in actors of the supply chain. To
build the concept through the valuation of the mentioned models may be defined. The criteria are used, besides
the correspondence of the mentioned theories, the points of incidence in the supply chain and how sustainability
is considered in each case and its relation to the performance of the actor. The results of this evaluation of the
conceptual maps are summarized in, (See Table 3).
The results of the evaluation of the conceptual maps define that the sustainable supply chain category presents
evolution because of the problems addressed over the last years, in these conceptual maps. To build a concept
seen at the points of incidence in the chain and the scope of the sustainability biases in each of the models, it is
adopted in this study that:
Sustainable supply chain is the assignment given to management levels that aim at a transfer of goods and
services with a favorable relationship for the stakeholders by the principle of balance between the
dimension’s rules sustainable performance.
The concepts that have most influenced this demarcation are Seuring and Müller (2008), Carter and Rogers
(2008), Fabbe-Costes et al. (2011) with the contributions made from environmental management and green
supply chain, which also were considered by the sample studies. Given this, the barriers to measuring sustainable
performance in supply chain actors are conditioned for several causes, which is not reflexed in the concept was
cited. The comprehensive framework of indicators and quantities that can characterize sustainable performance
and that is particular to each case study is the point starting to define the barriers of the measurement of
sustainable performance.
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Table 3. D
Descriptive tablle on the conceeptual maps
No

Grapphic representationn of conceptual m
maps

1

(Bow
wen et al., 2001)

Weight oof the theories
☐NRBV
V
☒DC
☒Relatiional
☐Stakehholders
☐3BL
☒Int
☒TCE

Supply chain inccidence
This model is based on
empirical researcch of
multiple supply cchains with
a focus on purchasing
strategy and corpporate
proactivity on
environmental issues.

Suustainable bias
A demarcated study on the
t
greeen supply chain that
rellates corporate
ressponsibility to
performance and
development of
ennvironmental
maanagement capabilities

2

(Cartter & Rogers, 20008)

☒NRBV
V
☒DC
☒Relatiional
☒Stakehholders
☒3BL
☒Int
☒TCE

This model is based on a
strong holistic peerspective
with no specific focus on
the supply chain,, since it
integrates from
strategic-operatioonal,
without detailingg element of
the chain.

Thhis study proposed
d to
creeate a conceptual
fraamework for the
sustainable supply chain
c
s
cattegory. It lacks a specific
prooposal for perform
mance
in chain actors.

3

(S Seeuring & Müller, 2008)
2

☒NRBV
V
☐DC
☒Relatiional
☒Stakehholders
☒3BL
☒Int
☒TCE

This model is foccused on a
relational system
m of actors
in the chain, wheere two
strategies of perfformance
measurement aree proposed
from the strategicc, tactical,
and operational.

4

(Paggell & Wu, 2009)

☒NRBV
V
☒DC
☒Relatiional
☒Stakehholders
☒3BL
☒Int
☒TCE

This model is based on the
integration of thee practices
of the actors in thhe chain,
with a focus on
performance, froom a
perspective of the behavior
of these actors.

Thhis study develops a
theeoretical framework
baased on the management
off suppliers by the
rissks-performance and
suppply chain management
forr sustainable products,
whhich represents the
e basis
forr measuring the
sustainable performa
ance in
acttors of the chain.
Thhis study develops a
performance-oriente
ed
fraamework in the
dim
mensions of
sustainability in the supply
chhain. Considers tha
at this
biaas is the result of the
t
inttegration of the areas of
thee supply chain.

5

(Golld et al., 2010)

☐NRBV
V
☒DC
☒Relatiional
☒Stakehholders
☒3BL
☒Int
☒TCE

This model is based on the
competitive advaantage of
the actors in the cchain
through the relatiionship and
collaboration in tthe
social-economic factors of
the market contexxt.
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Thhis study integrates
diffferent perspective
es in
thee relationship of su
upply
chhain actors, the pro
oposal
reggarding performan
nce is
sum
mmarized by a generic
maatrix of indicators and
vaalue of the competitive
addvantage
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6

(Fabbbe-Costes et al., 2011)
2

☒NRBV
V
☒DC
☒Relatiional
☒Stakehholders
☒3BL
☒Int
☒TCE

This model is oriiented in
the expression off the
multiple levels thhat happen
in the activities oof a supply
chain. It focuses on
separating at whiich level
each factor has ppriority.

Thhis study proposes a
hoolistic vision of
ennvironmental and social
s
isssues at different levels of
thee supply chain. It lacks a
prooposal to measure
e
performance

7

(Hsuu et al., 2016)

☒NRBV
V
☒DC
☐Relatioonal
☐Stakehholders
☐3BL
☒Int
☒TCE

This model is based on the
results of a supplly chain
segment as a funnction of
reverse logistics. It
considers different internal
processes of an aactor in the
chain and levels of
management as w
well

o
Thhis study focused on
greeen chain management
wiith performance
oriientation through reverse
loggistics. This study lacks a
description of sociall
facctors, even if it considers
strrategic orientation,

8

V
☐NRBV
☐DC
☒Relatioonal
☒Stakehholders
☒3BL
☒Int
☒TCE

Thhis study is based on
This model is based on the
o the
pressure of intereest groups
sysstem of pressures that it
and therefore thee
exerts on companiess to
obbtain goods and serrvices
achievement of rresults in a
segment of the suupply chain
off high value and in a
depending on a ccontext for
sustainable way. It
resource procurement
prooposes a way of
processes in a suustainable
evvaluating performa
ance by
way, therefore: suupplier ensions
inttegrating the dime
client
off sustainability.
Note. NRBV
V: Natural resourrces-based view theory; DC: Dyynamic capabilitiies theory; Relattional: Relationall theory; Stakeho
olders:
Stakeholder ttheory; 3BL: Triplle bottom line theory; Int: Institutioonal theory; TCE: Transaction cost eeconomic theory.
(Fayyezi et al., 2018)

4. Barrierrs to Measurin
ng Performan
nce
The answeer to each of the questionss formulated aat the outset oof the study ccan help identtify the barrie
ers to
sustainablee performancee measurementt, which will bbe assessed in tthis part of thee study. Accordding to the con
ncept
assumed aabout sustainabble supply chain where atteention to mannagement levells in chain agents can affec
ct the
logistics nnetwork, strateggies, and internnal culture of these agents. F
Faced with thiis, defining thee ability to mea
asure
sustainablee performancee depends on what the scoope of this measurement iss. This relative condition of the
measurem
ment process beegins in the deesign of the pllanning and orrganization off the processess in the agents, this
implies a ddetailed study of the integratted managemeent system to m
minimize impaacts and maxim
mize returns, which
w
can be notted differently in the concepttual maps evaluuated (Bowen et al., 2001; S
Seuring & Mülller, 2008; Cartter &
Rogers, 20008; Pagell & Wu,
W 2009; Goold et al., 2010; Chi, 2011; Faabbe-Costes ett al., 2011, 20114; Hsu et al., 2016;
Fayezi et aal., 2018).
The barrieers to measurring sustainabble performannce are evidennt in conditioons that identtify the lack of a
developmeent projectionn based on innnovation andd conservationn of natural rresources. Thiis manifestatio
on is
recurrent m
mostly in regiions or countriies where the rules of proteection of envirronmental asseets and compliiance
with sociooeconomic rights are not deeclared or if iit is vacillatingg in their conntrol. Seeking a way to mea
asure
sustainabillity in agents of
o the chain inn these mentionned conditionss is complex aand little recom
mmended. The
e lack
of a sectorrial strategy, of local activism
m or groupinggs of stakeholdders around thee agents in anaalyses, is the worst
w
condition tto start measurring sustainablle performancee.
Another baarrier that mayy manifest itself is the lack oof independent bodies to the powers of the agents in the chain
c
to managee and certify metrology annd the qualityy of goods annd services. IIn this case, even when in
n the
socio-econnomic and ennvironmental pplan there is evidence of iintent to channge, and the rrules are decllared,
independent control insttitutions are neeeded. The connditions for m
measuring sustaainable perform
mance, in this case,
are nothingg more than ann evaluation off culture and reesponsibility w
without being aable to define sensitive indic
cators
of each acttivity in the orrder of physicaal and chemicaal properties, too cite some exaamples.
The lack oof mastery off the concept of sustainabiliity establishess itself as a barrier to meassurement, which is
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evident in the applicability of the concept of sustainability. In this case, the causes lie in the powers of the
decision-makers involved, since there is a degree of intensity to declare sustainable from a biocentric to strong
anthropocentric bias (Daly, 2005), which are divergent among them. This is a condition that can be tangency to
define training protocols and models for measuring sustainable performance.
The recognition by studies (Seuring, 2013; Brandenburg et al., 2014; Brandenburg & Rebs, 2015) of the existing
barriers in the methods for measuring social factors also affects an estimate of performance. These factors are
present at each management level and support changes in the practice models of the agents in the chain. The
causes of this condition are the lack of theories to address these factors and their complexity to assign a
performance metric. Nevertheless, in the conceptual map of Fayezi et al. (2018) a solution is proposed to
integrate the variables that partially represent the social factors.
Finally, a barrier that is evident in concept studies is the lack of an integrated theory to designate a sustainable
supply chain. An integrated theory is the desired condition to explain this category, either globally, by types of
chains or by specific agents, the characteristic elements of sustainability in each case. The proposals of the
concept of Base of the Pyramid (BoP) help in this sense, Prahalad and Hart (2002) and Prahalad and Hammond
(2002) as a reference to weigh the economic, social and environmental ones that condition the model of action of
the units of decision making. This approach is recognized and promoted by Gold et al. (2013), Stefan Seuring
and Gold (2013), Kolk et al. (2014) and Khalid et al. (2015), as a response to existing theoretical constraints in
this area. Given this, it can be defined that as concepts and conceptual maps develop to explain sustainability in
supply chains, we find certain barriers to measuring performance, which represents a condition of evolution and
the search for new knowledge
5. Discussion
The theoretical framework over the sustainable supply chain is defined by the academic and research work in
multiple areas of knowledge. The empirical research, modeling, theoretical and conceptual maps can define a
concept about this category. The declaration of the conceptual constructs in eight conceptual maps was
considered, which represents a relevant point in the concept implementation. The scope of these constructs
depends on the context and point of incidence in the supply chain, which may represent a direct and/or indirect
link between planning systems, risk management, stakeholder pressure, and key performance indicators, which is
an issue to be treated in studies future. Nevertheless, in the revision of concepts through
conceptual-institutional-social structures were identified the barriers to the measurement of sustainable
performance as a certain limitation of this approach. It is concluded that the results to establish the barriers of
measurement of sustainable performance in actors of the chain are limited to assess the outcomes in different
structures and infrastructures of the supply chain. For this reason, the root of the barriers to measuring
sustainable performance, which was described, can have several origins that represent the justification for new
inquiries. The practical constraints demand that being proposal or adapt the management methods to surpass
these barriers in measurement of sustainable performance.
6. Conclusion
The literature review conducted allows us to conclude from the state of the art of sustainable supply chain
concepts to the identification of certain barriers to measuring performance. The provision of a conceptual
framework for designating sustainability at different levels of the supply chain is evident from the sample
studied. The concepts analyzed present common factors through the environmental and socioeconomic
dimensions, which are key in the application of the theories considered. The concept maps analyzed combine a
varied theoretical system that responds to the evolution of the category under consideration. The existing barriers
in the measurement of sustainable performance depend on multiple causes and generate a negative effect on the
relevance of this concept. Future studies should follow the progress of available methods or the formulation of
integrated theory to connect each phase of the management cycle.
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